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we put out a limited number of blackbird guitars each year, so if you want to own one, act fast. we may never produce another! in the meantime, enjoy our video and audio demos on each model's page. look out for some of our upcoming models as well: we just released the "blackbird" 12-fret dreadnought and the "sirocco" acoustic. the blackbird is a 12-fret
dreadnought with a design based on an updated version of the famous vintage asian guitars called "gibson j-45." the blackbird is a modern take on the old fashioned gibson design and is very easy to play and easy to make! blackbird is designed for seasoned players and others seeking a classic and more resonant sound. check out the videos on the blackbird
page for more information! the blackbird is a fast, fun and easy-to-play instrument that is designed to achieve full and natural-sounding tones from a hollow guitar body. built on the design and proven materials of the classic gibson j-45 hollow body and featuring a solid-body back, the blackbird is a modern take on the classic gibson guitar. the blackbird is very

easy to play and easy to make! blackbird ceo todd hodges is interviewed and says: "a black box is, by its nature, a black box. we can see that the electronics inside it are functioning but we can't see what is happening inside the black box. we don't know how it sounds inside the box. we just know how it sounds outside of the box, and that's all anyone ever
hears. the question is, what is happening in the box, when the box is turned on, that's the mystery that we are trying to figure out."
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Equally compelling is the film Lehes inflection for the themes of fatherhood, mercy and life. The one consistently thorny issue the film fails to navigate is the dichotomy of beliefs within Jeffreys true-life personality. Jeffreys admitted in court to a serial killer, and at one point admits to a court that he would burn himself at the stake as a vigilante. Yet there are
obvious reasons he doesnt conclude that he killed a child, among them that thisis a movie. For all intents and purposes, the movie hasnt entirely decided where it stands on the matter. During a scene at the film go-ahead, Jeffreys a cop who captures the perpetrator of a crime, is asked whether it washes away with the bath water. As he ponders this question,
he hesitates, and the audience hesitates with him, not knowing how he will answer. Blackbird guitars are primarily made of carbon fiber along with a bit of kevlar. This type of construction is similar to the structural skin of advanced planes, bikes, race cars and even fishing rods. We use carbon fiber because it sounds great, is bomb-proof and allows us to break
out of the two-dimensional constraints of designing out of wood as well as being the only material stiff enough for the hollow neck construction. The advantages of Blackbird Cleaner guitars over comparable types of guitars include a nice fat sound without a sub-chord hump, incredible sustain and tonal versatility. All Blackbird models are louder and richer than

their size would suggest. Carbon fiber has a clear and distinct tone with uncanny note-to-note separation. Ekoa has a warm and clear tone. If you were to record a quality wood instrument along side a Blackbird, few folks would hear the difference. The hollow neck/carbon fiber construction is simply, a lighter and therefore more resonant way to build
instruments. Every string on the fretboard is balanced and the uni-body construction means longer note sustain. Check out our video and audio on each model page or visit a dealer andhear for yourself. Our smaller instruments evoke that fancy wood guitar you leave at home except you can easily bring it everywhere and worry-free. 5ec8ef588b
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